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Part 4 
Under Part 4 of IEC 61968, we assume that the attributes describing an electric distribution system fall under two general categories, network and asset.  Part 4 attempts to create a CIM profile that isolates the asset portion of these attributes.

Network attributes describe the characteristics and behavior of individual devices and conductors.  These include topology, geometry, connectivity, phasing, and normal operating state.  Typically, the network attributes of the system are stored in the GIS, and then synchronized to other systems such as DMS and OMS.

Asset attributes, on the other hand, do not directly describe the network, but provide addtional "metadata" for devices, conductors, and non-electric features.  Often the asset attibutes are described in a "catalog", where they can be reused by multiple elements in the system. Typically, asset attributes are stored in the GIS or asset management system, and then synchronized to other systems such as DMS and OMS.
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General Synchronization 
The utility may employ a general synchronization strategy, where the DMS model is initialized from GIS, and then updated from GIS with periodic updates to portions of the model.

Note that in the cases of both GIS and DMS, the system may not have separate asset and network models as defined in CIM, but instead combine asset and network attributes in hybrid objects.

Also, much of the asset data model might be stored in a asset management system. 
 : Asset Catalog Initilization
Catalog initialization is necessary if GIS or DMS is new to the organization.  
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Update Catalog is viewed as an initilization message if the receiving system is 

empty.

Once the receiving system has data all UpdateCatalog messages are viewed as 

incremental updates.
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Figure 2 : Catalogue Initialization Asset Master

from
to
message
description/payload
System Administrator
Asset Management System
Start Catalog Initialization

Asset Management System
GIS
Created
Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
Asset Management System
DMS
Created
Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
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Update Catalog is viewed as an initilization message if the receiving system is 

empty.

Once the receiving system has data all UpdateCatalog messages are viewed as 

incremental updates.
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Figure 3 : Catalogue Initialization GIS Master

from
to
message
description/payload
System Administrator
GIS
Start Catalog Initialization

GIS
Asset Management System
Created
Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
GIS
DMS
Created
Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
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UpdateCatalog is viewed as an initilization message if the receiving system is empty.

Once the receiving system has data all UpdateCatalog messages are viewed as 

incremental updates.
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Figure 4 : Catalogue Initilization Separate Systems

from
to
message
description/payload
System Administrator
GIS
Start Catalog Initialization

GIS
DMS
Created
Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
System Administrator
Asset Management System
Start Catalog Initialization

Asset Management System
DMS
Created
Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
 : Asset Catalog Update
GIS and/or Asset Management System User updates Catalog
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Figure 5 : Catalogue Update Separate Systems  

 : Network Initialization
Model initialization is necessary if either the GIS or the DMS are new to the organization.  No synchronization has yet occurred between systems. Therefore, an export of the entire electric network from GIS is required.  Since export of the entire network can be time intensive, export processes might be executed in batch, perhaps for lists of feeders, substations, or geographic areas. 

The export typically will not include additional asset attributes of features, but instead a catalog ID providing a link to a previously defined asset catalog.  If DMS does not have asset catalog for a catalog ID in the export, it will request the asset catalog from the asset management system.

The user selects a portion of the network in the GIS and executes the model initialization process. DMS creates facilities corresponding to exported facilities.  The user repeats this process as necessary for additional portions of the network.
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Figure 6 : Network Initialization Asset Master

from
to
message
description/payload
System Administrator
GIS
Start network export
Start network intialization export.

GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send network model for a portion of the network, labeled as model creation.

Payload:
- IDs of substations represented in the export, plus the IDs of circuits fed by each substation that are included in the export.
- All equipment for the circuits represented in the export, including conductors, switches, dynamic protective devices, reclosers, sectionalizers, and distribution transformers. Any network device that is a connection point between a circuit and substation includes attributes for substation ID and bay ID (for example, a circuit breaker)
- Optionally, equipment occurring within a substation.  These are not required in GIS-DMS synchronization because often they are modeled in DMS only.
Equipment occurring within a substation include an attribute for substation ID.
- Catalog ID for all equipment that require asset model lookup for additional attributes.
- Network connectivity and geometry for all equipment in the payload.


DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.

Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
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Figure 7 : Network Initialization GIS Master

from
to
message
description/payload
System Administrator
GIS
Start network export

GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send network model for a portion of the network.

Payload:
- IDs of substations represented in the export, plus the IDs of circuits fed by each substation that are included in the export.
- All equipment for the circuits represented in the export, including conductors, switches, dynamic protective devices, reclosers, sectionalizers, and distribution transformers. Any network device that is a connection point between a circuit and substation includes attributes for substation ID and bay ID (for example, a circuit breaker)
- Optionally, equipment occurring within a substation.  These are not required in GIS-DMS synchronization because often they are modeled in DMS only.
Equipment occurring within a substation include an attribute for substation ID.
- Catalog ID for all equipment that require asset model lookup for additional attributes.
- Network connectivity and geometry for all equipment in the payload.
GIS
DMS
Create(AssetCatalog)
Send asset for a portion of the network.

Payload:
- Asset catalog for all equipment in the exported network, including catalog ID and asset attributes for each asset model item.
- Within the asset catalog, asset model items might be organized by equiment category (switch, fuse, etc.)

 : Network Update
After model initialization, the utility might employ periodic exports in order to keep GIS and DMS synchronized.  Typically, these incremental updates will involve a portion of the system determined to have edits in the GIS since a previous update. Thus, the incremental update could include a portion of a feeder, or lists of feeders, substations, or geographic areas. 
After model initialization, the utility might employ periodic exports in order to keep GIS and DMS synchronized.  Typically, these incremental updates will involve a portion of the system determined to have edits in the GIS since a previous update. Thus, the incremental update could include a portion of a feeder, or lists of feeders, substations, or geographic areas. 
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Figure 8 : Network Update Asset Master

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS
Start network update export.
GIS
DMS
Deleted(NetworkDataSet)
Send deletes of existing equipment.

Payload:
- IDs of equipment to be deleted.



GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Equipment to be updated and their IDs, plus attributes that could include network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.

GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet
Send created equipment.

Payload:
- Equipment to be created and their attributes, including ID, network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.

DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request asset catalog associated with network update.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and equipment category (switch, fuse, etc.), for updated and created equipment.

or

- A list of equipment categories (switch, fuse, etc.) involved in the network update.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
Send asset catalog for updated and created equipment.

Payload:
- Equipment to be created and their attributes, including ID, network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.
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Figure 9 : Network Update GIS Master

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS

GIS
DMS
Deleted(NetworkDataSet)
Send deletes of existing equipment.

Payload:
- IDs of equipment to be deleted.
GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataset)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Equipment to be updated and their IDs, plus attributes that could include network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.
GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send created equipment.

Payload:
- Equipment to be created and their attributes, including ID, network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.
GIS
DMS
Created(AssetCatalog)

Maintenance 
Maintenance use cases are similar to those for new construction, although usually at a smaller scale. Maintenance often will involve a work order process as well.  However, many maintenance tasks are in response to emergencies such as a customer outage or hazard, so the approval process will be expedited. 
 : Catastrophic Event Destroys Conductor
A tornado knocks down a series of poles for a one-phase primary line, destroying the connected conductors and devices.  This requires complete replacement of all facilities.

The crew installs a temporary extension cord to resupply customers.  This change is not recorded in the GIS.

The crew replaces destroyed facilities with new ones.  All equipment is the same except that the transformers are from a different manufacturer.  Thus, in the GIS, features do not change except facility IDs and the catalog ID for the transformers.
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Figure 10 : Catastrophic Event Destroys Conductor

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS
Start network update export.
GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Transformer bank and transformer units to be updated, with ID, new catalog ID, and new facility ID.

DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
 : Move Open Point
An open point is a normal open switch that separates two feeders, and allows one feeder to be backfed by the other in maintenance and emergency scenarios. 

The DMS operator determines that the an open point on a network loop needs to change location.  This change might be not be permanent, but still it represents change in normal state of the network that should be communicated to the GIS

To move an open point, the normal open switch is closed, and an different normal closed switch is opened.  The result is that all network equipment between the two switches changes feeder ownership.

Send updates to normal state of switches.

Payload:
- Updated switches, including ID and new normal state
- If feeder ID is stored on equipment in the GIS, then also include all equipment that has changed feeder ownership.  This might not be necessary if the GIS manages feeder ID on equipment.
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Figure 11 : Move Open Point

from
to
message
description/payload
DMS Operator
DMS
Submit switching changes

DMS
GIS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)

 : Replace Damaged Pole
A pole for three-phase overhead primary is damaged by a car accident.  It has not fallen and the conductors are intact.  Therefore, the pole is the only facility requiring replacement.

The crew installs an identical pole next to the old one, so the pole location is essentially the same. Thus, the only change in the GIS is a possible update to pole facility IDs fields.

The crew de-energizes the line and moves all equipment to the other pole, and then re-energizes. Equipment includes the pole-top assembly, three conductors, a neutral wire, a transformer, secondary conductors, down guys, and anchors.
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Pole to be updated, with ID and new facility ID.
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Figure 12 : Replace Damaged Pole

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS
Start network update export.
GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Pole to be updated, with ID and new facility ID.
 : Replace and Upgrade a Transformer
A transformer burns out due to overload at summer peak period after gradual usage increase by customers over several years.  The transformer must be replaced with upgraded equipment.

The crew de-energizes the primary feed to the transformer and disconnects secondary conductors.

The crew installs a new higher-rated transformer, reconnects secondaries, and re-energizes.  In the GIS, this means either a change to several attributes of existing features in the GIS for the transformer bank and transformer units, or deletion and re-adding of these features.
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Figure 13 : Replace and Upgrade a Transformer

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS

GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Transformer to be updated, with ID, new facility ID, and new catalog ID.


DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.

Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.

Model Correction 
Model correction use cases are unlike new construction or maintenance use cases, in that there is no actual change to infrastructure in the field.  Rather, model correction tasks seek to correct inconsistencies between the GIS model and the characteristics of the infrastructure. 
 : Crew Reports Conductor Drawn Wrong
A crew with a mobile GIS notices that a primary conductor is drawn in the GIS on the wrong side of the street.  The crew will annotate the error in the form of a red line on paper or using the mobile GIS.  A GIS editor will move features in the GIS, deleting and recreating features as necessary.
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Figure 14 : Crew Reports Conductor Drawn Wrong

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS
Start network update export.
GIS
DMS
Deleted(NetworkDataSet)
Send deletes of existing equipment.

Payload:
- IDs of  conductors, poles, devices, and other equipment previously drawn in GIS but does not exist in the field.
GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Conductors, poles, devices, and other equipment to be updated, as needed.

GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send created equipment.

Payload:
- Conductors, poles, devices, and other equipment that exist in the field but not the GIS, with their attributes, including ID, network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.

DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.

New Construction 
After model initialization, the utility may employ a finer-grained synchronization strategy, where the GIS provides updates to DMS based on specific “deltas” in the GIS.  The remaining sections discuss use cases that will generate these deltas.

As assets are added to the existing physical electrical network, updates are made to the GIS.  New construction may also impact changes to existing assets in which the new construction is originating.  

New construction is typically managed as a work order.  As work orders are processed, the status of assets progresses through a typical cycle of proposed, approved for construction, under construction, and as-built.  Given that the final construction may differ from the original design, modifications may be made during the as-built reporting process.  

Typically, GIS maintains the normal state of the network, with proposed changes described in work orders. Assets do not appear in the normal state view until the work order is completed and the ‘As Built’ changes are finalized in the GIS.   
 : Conductor Relocation for Road Widening
A road-widening project requires that an existing run of poles, conductors and equipment be moved. The crew installs new poles, conductors, and equipment that avoid the proposed right-of-way.  Then, existing wires and equipment within the right-of-way are disconnected and new wires and equipment are connected. Finally, the crew isolates, de-energizes, and removes existing infrastructure.

The edits to the GIS  will depend on operator preference.  The operator could delete existing features and add new ones,  moving existing features, or do a combination of the two.  
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Figure 15 : Conductor Relocation - Move Existing Line

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS
Start network update export.
GIS
DMS
Deleted(NetworkDataSet)
Send deletes of existing equipment.

Payload:
- IDs of existing poles and devices to be deleted.

GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Conductors be updated, with ID and new geometry for each one.
GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send created equipment.

Payload:
- Poles and devices to be created and their attributes, including ID, network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.
DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
 : Conductor Upgrade and Extension
The utility extends an A-phase primary conductor to reach a new service in an expanded facility, and upgrades the line from single phase to three-phase to handle additional load.

Before upgrade of the primary, all six existing laterals along this primary were A-phase as well. Now that the primary is three phase, two of the primaries are phase-swapped to B-phase and two are swapped to C-phase, in order to balance the load.  The crew accomplishes a phase swap of a lateral by unclamping it from one phase wire and clamping it to another.  The result of a phase swap on a conductor is that all features on the conductor change phase to match.

To satisfy additional load by the expanded facility, the utility upgrades a substation breaker from a 100A to 200A rated device, and upgrades the trunk line of feeder to a larger diameter cable of the same material.
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Figure 16 : Conductor Upgrade and Extension

from
to
message
description/payload
GIS Operator (cartographer)
GIS
Update network in GIS
Start network update export.
GIS
DMS
Updated(NetworkDataSet)
Send updates to existing equipment.

Payload:
- Conductor to be updated, with ID, new 3-phase designation,  new geometry for extended length, and new catalog ID if conductor material has changed.
- Four lateral conductor to be updated, with new B phase designation for two of them and C phase designation for the other two.
- All devices associated with the updated laterals, with new B or C phase designation.
- Substation breaker to be updated with new catalog ID for a higher rated breaker.
GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send created equipment.

Payload:
- New poles and devices associated with extension and their attributes, including ID, network connectivity, geometry, normal state, and catalog ID if asset model lookup is necessary.

DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
 : Tap for New Subdivision
Tap for New Subdivision, with Switching Reconfiguration, Based on Full Construction Workflow

The utility constructs new conductors in order to serve a new subdivision.  This includes new single phase primary conductor, distribution transformers, and all facilities down to the meter.

The design requires that a new single phase primary taps off of a nearby three-phase primary.  That is, the crew will clamp the new primary onto one phase of the three-phase primary.  Modeling this change in the GIS will cause a "split" of the parent primary, resulting in a new junction in the model and two sections of three-phase primary instead of one.

The designer will create a proposed layout of the new electrical features in the GIS, and wait for local design approval. Meanwhile, the designer also submits the design to a planning and design tool or DMS for additional analysis.  The network changes are exported to a planning and design tool or DMS.  The user performs load flow analysis on the network with proposed changes.  Note this implies that the planning and design tool or DMS supports analysis on proposed changes, without fully committing the changes to its database (study case).

The user approves the changes, but tells the designer that switching reconfiguration is necessary in order to provide the additional power required by the subdivision.  The design is approved and advances to construction phase, and user continues contingency analysis.  At some point, if a planning and design tool are used and the data has not been sent to DMS, the data will be sent to DMS.

There are minor changes to the design during construction, so a new export of "as-built" changes is exported to DMS.

-------Two different approaches below.

When the new subdivision is ready for energization, a switching plan is generated in the DMS.  The switching plan is executed in the DMS.  The normal state of the switch on the new primary is changed from open to close.  This change is sent to the GIS.

----OR-----
  
GIS editor applies the switching reconfiguration recommended by DMS user to provide additional power to the feeder, and then closes a switch on the new primary to energize the subdivision.  These switching changes are synchronized to DMS.
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Figure 17 : Tap for New Subdivision - Switching in GIS

from
to
message
description/payload
Designer
GIS
Proposed Design
Submit proposed design.
GIS
DMS
Deleted(NetworkDataSet)
Send proposed deleted equipment:

Payload: 
- ID of existing three-phase primary line that is replaced by two lines after split.
GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet)
Send proposed new equipment.

Payload:
- Two three-phase primary lines created by split.
- Multiple new single phase primary lines that make up the extension.
- New distribution transformers and other associated equipment as needed.
- New secondary lines connecting distribution transformers to service points.
- New service points and other associated equipment as needed.
- Catalog ID for all equipment that require asset model lookup for additional attributes.
- Network connectivity and geometry for all equipment in the payload.

DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
DMS
DMS Operator
Notify User
Notify user of proposed design.
DMS Operator
Designer
Accept Design with Switching Reconfiguration
The DMS user approves the changes, but tells the designer that switching reconfiguration is necessary in order to provide the additional power required by the subdivision. 
Designer
GIS
As-Built Design & Switching
Send as-build design and switching changes.
GIS
DMS
Deleted(NetworkDataSet)
Send as-built deleted features.

Payload: 
- ID of existing three-phase primary line that is replaced by two lines after split.
GIS
DMS
Created(NetworkDataSet
Send as-built new features:

Payload:
- Two three-phase primary lines created by split.
- Multiple new single phase primary lines that make up the extension.
- New distribution transformers and other associated equipment as needed.
- New secondary lines connecting distribution transformers to service points.
- New service points and other associated equipment as needed.
- Catalog ID for all equipment that require asset model lookup for additional attributes.
- Network connectivity and geometry for all equipment in the payload.
DMS
Asset Management System
Get(AssetCatalog)
Request any missing asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model request items, including catalog ID and category (switch, fuse, etc.) for each one.
Asset Management System
DMS
Reply(AssetCatalog)
Reply with requested asset catalog.

Payload:
- A list of asset model items, each including catalog ID, category, and asset attributes.
GIS
DMS
Updated(UpdateNetwork)
Send reconfiguration and energization switching.

Payload:
- ID and new status of switches that have changed normal status.

* This message could also happen in the opposite direction, if the switching change is made in the DMS.


